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My Profile SPace

one-page     artist profile  gallery profile.    *eDiTorial Fee euro   590

Two-pages   artist profile  gallery profile.    *eDiTorial Fee euro   990

Four-pages   artist profile  gallery profile.    *eDiTorial Fee euro 1790

MaterialS to be received 

   3-6 high resolution 300 dpi JPGs files up to 23cm. / 9in.

   the works details: title, year, media, size

   up to 500 words of statement, essay or writing

   the place you was born, residence and work

   a photo of yourself, 300 dpi JPGs files /5cm /2in.

name

aDDreSS                                                                             ciTY                                              STaTe/ZiP

Phone                                                                    e-mail                        

  

 Place oF live & WorK                                        http://www.

•  SiZe 8 x 8 in. /22 x 22 cm. hardcover
• DISTRIBUTION through large bookwholesalers 
by Ingram Book Company in US bookstores 
and internationally including Barnes & Noble, 
Borders, Amazon, Powell’s, Alibris, Books-A-
Million, Buy.com, Ecampus, Textbookx, Blackwel 
in USA, Canada, France, Germany, Great Britain, 
australia and e-commerce channels such as 
Amazon’s, Barnes & Noble’s, Borders’ and many 
more websites.
•  Each included artist will receive free 3 copies 
of the book. 

info@artaddiction.net / www.artaddiction.net

      fee PayMent 

Payment is made to art addiction by  Traveller’s Check  money order  PayPal (ask for detailes)   Wester union (ask for 
detailes)  Direct transfer to BARCLAYS Bank: Account name: art addiction, account nr: 70277908, sort code: 20-32-00
iban Gb22 barc 2032 0070 2779 08, SWIFTBIC: barcGb22, Bank Address: BARCLAYS 128 Moorgate, London EC2M 6SX, UK

*  The editorial fee is not for the right to be the included in books but represents a standard cost in publishing and includes from 
creative layout and design to full editing, text review and post-editing, plates, offset, packing, shipping, distribution and print. The 
editorial fee should be provided by a gallery, corporation or individual contributor or self-provided after receiving a layout alternative.
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1. rates, conditions and space units are subject to change 
without notice.
2. The acceptance or execution of an publishing order 
is subject to publisher’s approval of copy, text, display, 
works and illustration.
3. orders for specific units of space and specific dates of 
insertion are necessary.
4. all orders are accepted subject to labour disputes, 
accidents, fires, acts of God, or other contingencies 
beyond the publisher’s control (whether like or unlike any 
of those enumerated herein) which prevent the publisher 
from partially or completely producing, publishing, or 
distributing maSTerS oF ToDaY Publishing and art 
books series, WorlD of arT Publishing, WorlD of arT 
contemporary global art magazine. Further, the publisher 
shall not be liable for damages if there is failure to publish 
for any reason.
5. all copy, text display and illustration are published 
upon the understanding that the artist, representative, 
advertiser, and the advertising agency are fully authorized, 
have secured proper written consents for the use of 
names, pictures and testimonials of any living person, 
and may lawfully publish and cause such publication to 
be made, and the artist, representative, advertiser, and the 
advertising agency agree to indemnify and save harmless 
the publisher from any and all liability, loss and expense 
of any nature arising out of such publication.
6. The publisher reserves the right to reject or cancel 
any publishing material and advertising which in the 
opinion of the publisher does not conform to standards 
of the publication.
7. no deduction for error in key numbers or other 
typesetting done by the publisher is allowed.
8. all publishing materials and advertisements must be 
clearly identifiable as such with a trademark or signature 
of the advertiser shall be placed with copy which in the 
publisher’s opinion resembles editorial copy.
9. Failure to make insertion orders correspond in price or 
otherwise with rate schedule is regarded only as a clerical 
error and publication is made and charged for upon the 
terms of the schedule in force without further notice.
10. non-standard units of less than page space are 
figured at the rate of the largest quoted standard unit or 
combination of such units, and at the line rate for space 
in excess thereof.
11. cancellation of any portion of a contract nullifies all 
rate and/or position protection for the remainder.
12. cancellation or charges in orders not accepted after 
the closing date.
13. rates charged and discounts allowed are subject to 
short rate or rebate at expiration or sooner termination 
of the contract period if different from rates or discount 
earned or space actually used.
14. Publisher reserves the right to cancel the contract 
upon default in payment or breach of any provision herein, 
and all unpaid charges and short rates shall become 
immediately payable.
15. if is the responsibility of the artist, representative or 
advertiser to ensure that all inserts and other advertising 
comply with the Swedish postal regulations and other 
applicable Swedish laws and regulations.
16. The liability of the publisher for any error for which he 
may be held legally responsible will not exceed the cost 
of the space occupied by the error. The publisher will not, 
in any event, be liable for loss of income or profits or any 
consequential damages.
17. no conditions, printed or otherwise, appearing on 
contracts, order or copy instructions that conflict with the 
publisher’s policies will be binding on the publisher.

www .artaddiction .net   info@artaddiction .net 
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